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My invention is intended for use and 
placement upon Writing instruments, such as 
pens, pencils and the like. 
The invention consists primarily of a body 

& element made of compressible material, as 

i. 

over long periods and to 

sponge rubber, and is adapted for being 
placed upon the Writing instrument and to 
make the use of the writing instrument easier 
for the user and to prevent bursae, callouses 
and the like, forming upon the digits of the 
user of the same. 
The invention is comprised primarily of 

a body element adapted for placement and 
for being precisely positioned upon the Writ 

* ing instrument, at the desired location and 
at the position that will best suit the user of 
the same. 
A thimble may be placed between the com 

pressible member and the staff of the writ 
ing instrument, depending upon the charac 
ter and purpose for which the same is to be 
used. - 

The object of my invention is to relieve 
fatigue for workers using pens and pencils 

prevent callouses 
being formed on that portion of the digit 
which comes in direct contact with the pen, 
or pencil. 
A further object of my invention consists 

"" in providing a device for placement upon the 
writing instrument that will be substantially 
larger in diameter than the Writing instru 
ment itself, to thereby facilitate the grasping 
of the same by the user and to lessen the 

' muscular fatigue of the hand in the using of 
the same. s 

A still further object of my invention Con 
sists in providing a cushion support adapted 
for being precisely positioned upon the in 
strument to meet the location best Suited to 
the user and one that may be easily removed 
for the sharpening of the pencil and for be 
ing increased or decreased in diameter, to 

4. best meet the needs of the user of the same. 
With these as incidental objects in view, 

the invention consists in certain novel fea 
tures of construction and combination of 
parts, the essential elements of which are 
set forth in the appended claim, and a pre 
ferred form of embodiment of which is here 

Serial No. 557,112. 

inafter shown with reference to the drawing 
which accompanies and forms a part of this 
specification. 
In the drawing: 
The figure is a side view, partially in 

Section, of one of my new and improved de 
devices, shown in place upon a thimble and 
upon a pencil and illustrating an air pocket 
disposed within the rubber and having 
means for predetermining the size and 
length of the air pocket. 
My new article of manufacture is intended primarily to be placed upon Writing instru 

ments and has its outer portion made of 
'esilient material thereby providing a soft 
body about the writing instrument which 
assists the holder in the use of the instrument 
and lessens the fatigue. 
A thimble 5 is slidably disposed in inti 

nate contact with the writing instrument. 
The ends 6 and 7 of the thimble are thread 
ably secured to each other and have shoul 
ders 8 and 9 extending outwardly from the 
Oppositely disposed ends of the members that 
form the thimble. The body element 10 is 
made of resilient material and is disposed 
about the thimble 5 and is placed about the 
thirble so that the ends of the body element 
10 fit next to the shoulders 8 and 9 of the 
thimble and an air space 11 is thereby pro 
vided which entirely surrounds the upper 
Surface of the thimble. 

It will be readily seen that by this con 
struction in order to increase the area of the 
air Space all that it is necessary to do is to 
thread the members forming the thimble 
together. By this means the length of the 
resilient body element may be increased or 
decreased and therefore the area of the air 
space 11 is decreased or increased. 
While the form of mechanism herein 

shown and described is admirably adapted to 
fulfill the objects primarily stated, it is to be 
understood that it is not intended to confine 
the invention to the one form of embodiment 
herein shown and described, as it is suscep 
tible of embodiment in various forms, all 
coming within the scope of the claim which 
follows. 
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What I claim is: 
A new article of manufacture comprised 

of a thimble, composed of two parts thread 
ably secured together, a shoulder outwardly 

5 and upwardly extending from the outer end 
of each of the thimble members, a compres 
sible member disposed therebetween, with an 
air space disposed between the thimble and 
the inner central portion of the compressible 

20 body element, and means for increasing the 
diameter of the body element at its central 
portion. 
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